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Burned out cognition – cognitive functioning of burnout patients before and after a period with psychological treatment
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Objectives Many employees with burnout report cognitive difficulties. However, the relation between burnout and cognitive functioning has hardly been empirically validated. Moreover, it is unknown whether the putative cognitive deficits in burnout are temporary or permanent. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to answer two related questions: (i) Is burnout associated with self-reported cognitive difficulties and with deficits in a specific and well-defined set of executive functions? (ii) Do these putative self-reported cognitive difficulties and deficits in executive functioning in burnout diminish after a 10-week period with cognitive behavioral therapy?

Methods Sixteen employees with burnout were compared with sixteen matched healthy employees on self-reported cognitive difficulties and tests measuring the basic executive functions, namely, updating, inhibition, and switching, on two test occasions. The interval between the test occasions was ten weeks, during which the burnout individuals received cognitive behavioral therapy.

Results On the first test occasion, and relative to healthy individuals, individuals with burnout reported more cognitive difficulties and showed deficits in the “updating” function. No group differences were found regarding the “inhibition” and “switching” functions, although individuals with burnout generally responded slower than healthy individuals on the latter test. Even though after the ten-week treatment period individuals with burnout revealed positive changes regarding burnout symptoms, general health, and self-reported cognitive difficulties, no evidence was found for improved cognitive test performance.

Conclusions These findings suggest that either (i) burnout leads to permanent cognitive deficits, (ii) subjective burnout complaints reduce faster than deficits in cognitive test performance, or (iii) cognitive deficits are a cause rather than a consequence of burnout.
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Epidemiological studies have shown that a relatively large number of employees experience high and chronic levels of stress at work (1, 2). For a relevant proportion of these employees, their stress complaints become so severe that they are no longer able to maintain adequately their job performance or, worse, they drop out of work (2–4). To date, the majority of research on such employees’ complaints has been conducted under the label of burnout: a work-related chronic affective state, characterized by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced personal accomplishment (5–7). Even though burnout is not included in the most recent version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR; 8), numerous studies have shown that it is a useful concept in describing the major characteristics of many employees with work-related chronic stress complaints.

Early burnout research mainly focused on its antecedents, its impact on a person’s attitudes and health,
and its organizational consequences (9). Recent studies also indicate that individuals with burnout often complain about impaired cognitive functioning, such as reporting attentional and memory problems (eg, 6). This is not surprising given that burnout may be considered a stress-related syndrome (5), and there is ample evidence that sustained stress can have detrimental effects on neuronal structures involved in cognitive functioning, such as the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex (eg, 10–12). More specifically, there is substantial literature indicating that the association between stress and impaired cognitive functioning may be mediated by chronically elevated levels of glucocorticoids (eg, cortisol), which in turn may lead to a reduction in total brain weight (13) and, more specifically, to atrophy of the hippocampus (11, 14) and the prefrontal cortex (12).

Remarkably, however, the hypothetical relationship between clinical burnout and cognition has hardly been empirically validated using objective measures. To the best of our knowledge, to date there are only seven studies in which this relationship has been examined (15–21). The results of these studies suggest that subjective cognitive complaints of individuals with burnout are linked to actual cognitive deficits, as measured with cognitive neuropsychological tests. The pattern of these deficits seems to indicate that burnout is particularly accompanied by compromised executive functioning, and individuals with burnout have less difficulty with more automatic cognitive processes.

The term executive functioning refers to a set of higher-order cognitive processes that regulate other cognitive sub-processes (22). Importantly, executive functions are widely held to be mediated by a neuronal circuitry that involves prefrontal cortical areas (eg, 23). As opposed to more automatic cognitive processes, executive functions are responsible for the voluntary regulation of thought and action (24). For example, these functions enable an individual to respond appropriately to novel, changing, or complicated tasks or situations (25). The literature describes a wide range of executive functions (eg, 26), including working memory, verbal reasoning, task switching, cognitive flexibility, abstract thinking, inhibition, sequencing, planning, rule acquisition, and problem-solving.

Minor deficits in executive functions can have a devastating impact on a person’s private as well as professional life. For example, individuals may be unable to respond adequately in social contexts, structure tasks, or maintain their usual performance. Given the importance of executive functioning, the objective of this study was to add further knowledge to the sparse literature on the relationship between burnout and cognitive functioning. Previous studies addressing this issue focused on a variety of executive functions that were assessed with various cognitive neuropsychological tests. In this study, however, we aimed at examining the relationship between burnout and cognitive functioning more systematically. Specifically, we concentrated on three basic types of executive functions, namely, updating and monitoring of working memory representations (“updating”), inhibition of prepotent responses (“inhibition”), and switching between tasks or mental sets (“switching”). In line with Miyake and colleagues (22), our motive in assessing these specific functions was that there is a relatively large consensus that these are basic executive functions, which can be clearly and precisely described (in contrast to other more higher-level constructs of executive functioning, such as planning or abstract thinking) and can be operationalized in relatively simple, well-studied, and validated cognitive tasks. Furthermore, these three executive functions are considered to be involved in the performance of other more complex executive functioning tests.

To this end, we compared a group of employees with burnout against a matched healthy control group to assess their performance on a well-chosen set of executive-functioning tests. The burnout group was carefully selected so as to preclude the comorbidity with mood and anxiety disorders. This enabled a relatively pure assessment of the relationship between burnout and cognition. A further characteristic of the individuals in the burnout group was that they received cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) according to a treatment protocol for burnout, which is commonly used in the Netherlands (27). This therapy was not specifically directed at alleviating cognitive complaints, but rather that these individuals with burnout received a treatment over a period of about ten weeks that gave us the opportunity to establish any possible changes in cognitive performance as a result of the treatment and/or the lapse of time. Specifically, we acquired data concerning burnout symptoms, physical and mental complaints, and both subjective and objective cognitive performance, using a set of standard questionnaires and executive functioning tests prior to and after the treatment period. We expected burnout symptoms and physical and mental complaints to improve in the course of the treatment period, but the question of interest was whether or not cognitive performance (subjective and/or objective) would also show any improvements. Such improvements are to be expected only if the prolonged stress, held to underlie the burnout symptoms, did not result in any permanent brain damage and/or when cognitive deficits are a consequence rather than a cause of burnout.

In sum, the purpose of this study was to answer two related questions: (i) Is burnout associated with self-reported cognitive difficulties and with deficits in a specific and well-defined set of executive functions? (ii) Do these possible self-reported cognitive difficulties and deficits in executive functioning in burnout diminish after a 10-week period with CBT?
Methods

Participants

In total 32 employees, 16 diagnosed with burnout and 16 matched healthy controls, participated in this study. The participants in the burnout group were selected on the basis of their diagnosis, established by professional clinical psychologists from HSK Group. HSK Group is a major mental healthcare organization in the Netherlands, with several offices across the country. The participants with burnout, who were referred by general practitioners, were recruited from three HSK Group offices where they were diagnosed and received CBT for their burnout. Although burnout is not classified in the DSM-IV-TR, in the Netherlands a burnout diagnosis is commonly based on the DSM-IV-TR criteria for diagnosing an undifferentiated somatoform disorder with the addition of work-related causes. This procedure was also used for the burnout diagnosis in our study. Even though the symptomatology of burnout overlaps with several other psychological disorders such as depression and anxiety disorders, it has been suggested that burnout is a distinct construct (28). Therefore, an exclusion criterion for participation was current fulfillment of DSM-IV-TR criteria for any other axis I or II disorder. At the onset of the study, 7 of the 16 burnout participants were on sick leave due to their burnout, 5 continued working but worked fewer hours than before their burnout diagnoses, and 4 were still working the same number of hours as before the diagnoses. At the time of the second testing session, three individuals were on sick leave, nine worked less, and four worked the same number of hours compared to before their burnout. On both the first and the second testing session, two individuals in the burnout group were treated with psychotropic drugs.

Control group participants were recruited in the same part of the Netherlands as burnout group participants, from several different companies. The 16 healthy controls who participated in our study were matched to the burnout group according to the demographic characteristics of gender, age, level of education, and contractual working hours per week (based on the working hours of individuals with burnout before their diagnosis) (see table 1 for detailed information). None of these participants received treatment for psychiatric disorders. In addition, participants in the control group were screened by means of the Dutch translation (29) of the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview 5.0.0 (30) and were excluded if they fulfilled the criteria of any DSM-IV-TR axis I disorder assessed with this interview. One participant in the control group used a psychotropic drug on the first and second testing sessions. At the time of both measurements, all participants in this group were actively employed. In the burnout as well as the control group, the majority of the participants were working in the education, health, government, or industrial sectors.

Measures: self-reports

Utrechtse Burnout Scale. The severity of burnout symptoms was measured with the Utrechtse Burnout Scale (31), which is the Dutch adaptation of the widely used Maslach Burnout Inventory (32). We used the version for general professions (Utrechtse Burnout Scale-A), which contains 15 questions to be answered on a 7-point Likert scale (0=“never”, 6=“every day”). The questionnaire consists of three subscales: emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and personal accomplishment. Sample items are, respectively, “I feel mentally exhausted by my job”, “I doubt about the usefulness of my job”, and “I know well how to solve problems in my job”. The individuals with burnout who were on sick leave during the first and/or second testing session were instructed to fill in the items of the Utrechtse Burnout Scale questionnaire according to how they would feel if they were working at that moment. For practical research purposes, Brenninkmeijer & Van Yperen (33) proposed that individuals can be classified high in burnout when they have a high score (>2.19) on emotional exhaustion and a high score (>1.99) on depersonalization or a low score on personal accomplishment (<3.67). Measured with Cronbach’s alpha, the internal consistencies of the subscales were respectively, 0.88, 0.69, and 0.83.

Symptom Checklist-90-Revised. We used the Dutch adaptation (34) of the Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R), a multi-dimensional questionnaire that assesses physical and mental complaints (35). The SCL-90-R is commonly applied by psychiatrics and psychologists to monitor psychiatric and psychological treatment. The 90 items in this questionnaire describe different physical and psychological complaints, for which one has to indicate the extent to which he/she encounters them on a 5-point Likert scale (1=“not at all”, 5=“extremely”). The Dutch SCL-90-R consists of 8 subscales, which measure the primary symptom dimensions of anxiety (10 items), agoraphobia (7 items), depression (16 items), somatization (12 items), insufficiency (9 items), sensitivity (18 items), hostility (6 items), and sleeplessness (3 items), and an additional subscale (9 items). The sum of the scores on the subscales is referred to as the psychoneuroticism score, which is the equivalent of the Global Severity Index (English version). The mean psychoneuroticism score of the Dutch population is 118 (34). Cronbach’s alpha of this questionnaire was 0.95.

Cognitive Failure Questionnaire. A Dutch translation of the Cognitive Failure Questionnaire (36) was used to assess
the participants’ self-reported cognitive functioning. This questionnaire consists of 25 items, which assess cognitive failures in daily life. The items can be answered on a 5-point Likert scale (0=“never”, 4=“very often”). Sample items are “Do you read something and find you have not been thinking about it and must read it again?”, “Do you find yourself suddenly wondering whether you’ve used a word correctly?”, and “Do you find you forget appointments?” Research has shown that individuals with impaired executive functions exhibit many of the cognitive failures in daily life as assessed with the Cognitive Failure Questionnaire (37). Cronbach’s alpha was 0.92.

Measures: cognitive tests

To examine the relationship between burnout and executive functioning, we focused on the aforementioned three types of functions: updating, inhibition, and switching. These functions were measured by three well-validated tests, each tapping specifically into one of the three target functions.

2-Back Task. To assess updating, we used a 2-Back Task (38), consisting of 197 letters, displayed one-by-one in the centre of the screen. Participants were instructed to push a button on a button-box when the present letter was similar to the letter that had appeared two stimuli previously (target rate was 32.5%). Stimuli consisted of the letters b, d, g, p, t, and v, which were displayed quasi-randomly in both capital and small letters (for a correct response no distinction was made between capital and small letters). Stimulus duration was fixed at 450 ms with an inter-stimulus interval of 750 ms. The test lasted approximately four minutes. Performance was assessed by the mean number of correct responses.

Sustained-Attention-to-Response Test. The Sustained-Attention-to-Response Test (SART) (37) was used to measure inhibition. The present version consisted of digits, ranging from 1–9, that were sequentially displayed in a quasi-random order in the centre of the screen. Participants were instructed to push a button on a button-box each time a digit appeared on the screen, except when the digit was a “3”, which occurred in 11.1% of the cases. A total of 225 digits, each with a duration of 250 ms, was presented. The interval between digits was set at 850 ms. Completion of the test took about four minutes. The main performance measure in the SART is the number of inhibition errors, in which a participant presses the button when a “3” appears on the screen.

Matching Task. Switching was assessed with the Matching Task (39), a variant of the task-switching paradigm, as originally developed by Jersild (40). In this test, four different geometric figures (a circle, a hexagon, a square, and a triangle), displayed in the colors blue, green, red, or yellow were used as stimuli. On each trial, a colored reference figure was shown in the upper half of the screen, and four colored match figures were displayed in the lower half of the screen. Participants were instructed to match the reference figure to one of the match figures according to shape or color. The color-shape combination of the figures was shown randomly with two restrictions. First, the four match figures were not allowed to have the same shape or color. Second, the reference and the match figures were not allowed to match in both shape and color. The type of task, matching according to color or shape, was randomly chosen and indicated by a cue that was displayed for 1000 ms. Matching was performed by pushing one of the four buttons on the keyboard which corresponded to one of the four match figures in the lower half of the screen. The response–stimulus interval was set at 700 ms. The test consisted of 31 task runs, each consisting of on average six trials (range: 4–8 trials). During one single task run, no task switch – that is matching according to color or shape – occurred. Half of all task runs consisted of “switch” runs, in which the type of task differed from others.

### Table 1. Sample characteristics. [SD=standard deviation.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Burnout group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.21</td>
<td>10.23</td>
<td>27–57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of education</strong></td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work hours/week</strong></td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>24–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Participants’ age at the onset of the study.*

*Based on univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) test.*

*Level of education was measured in terms of a participant’s highest level of education completed, ranging from 1–4, primary school to university degree, respectively.*

*Based on Pearson’s Chi-square test.*

*Participants’ contractual working hours per week.*
the previous run. The other half consisted of “repetition” runs, in which the type of task was identical to the previous run. The duration of the test was approximately six minutes. Besides general reaction time, the most important dependent variable in this task is the switch cost: the difference in reaction time on the first trial between switch and repetition runs. Error and no-response trials and trials that directly followed such trials were not included in the analysis. Just like the first entire task run, a task run, which followed a task run in which all trials were errors, was excluded from the analysis (for more detailed information about this task, see 39).

Procedure

All participants were tested twice. Testing of the burnout group occurred before or after the participant’s regular appointment with the psychologist in a quiet room at one of the three offices of the mental healthcare organization. For half of the participants with burnout (N=8), the first test session was conducted before their treatment started. Four participants had already received one therapy session before they were tested the first time, and four participants had already received two therapy sessions. However, all participants with burnout were tested for the first time within 3 weeks after they were diagnosed with burnout. After the first test session, all burnout individuals were treated during a period of approximately 10 weeks (range: 8–17), wherein they received an average of 11 sessions (range: 7–13) of CBT before they were tested a second time. A therapy session lasted 45 minutes. Treatment was provided by professional clinical psychologists according to a treatment protocol for burnout (27) that is commonly used in the Netherlands. Basic components of this treatment are reduction of complaints, cognitive therapy, and relapse prevention. If necessary, additional therapy modules can be chosen. After this period of psychological treatment (treatment had not been finished for any of the participants), participants were tested a second time. This follow-up measurement was scheduled after ten therapy sessions because the mental healthcare organization regularly evaluates its patients’ progress after this number of sessions. Similar to the participants in the burnout group, approximately 10 weeks (range: 8–14) after the first test session, the participants in the control group were tested a second time. The healthy controls were tested at their homes or at the university in a quiet setting.

During each test session, participants completed the different questionnaires and then the three cognitive tests. The latter were provided in a counterbalanced order across participants, but for each participant, the order of the tests was similar in the first and second session. All tests were computerized and conducted on a laptop with a 15-inch screen. Participants were placed approximately 50 cm in front of the computer screen. The tests were introduced with written instructions on the screen as well as verbally explained by the experimenter. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as they could by pushing the required button with their dominant hand. The participant had a short practice session (approximately 30 seconds) before initiation of each test. In advance, participants were informed by letter that the purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of mood on cognition. Participants were asked not to consume any caffeine on the examination day. The Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the Radboud University Nijmegen in the Netherlands approved the study.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Microsoft Windows, version 17.0 (SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Inspection of the data revealed that the outcome measures were approximately normally distributed. An alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical analyses, and the results were based on two-tailed tests.

To examine whether burnout is associated with self-reported cognitive difficulties and with deficits in executive functioning, all outcome measures on the first test session, except performance on the Matching Task, were analyzed with univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA). Performance on the Matching Task was statistically evaluated using a 2 × 2 mixed design ANOVA with “run type” (switch versus repetition) as within-subject factor and “group” (burnout versus control) as between-subject factor.

To examine whether possible self-reported cognitive difficulties and deficits in executive functioning during burnout diminish after a 10-week period with CBT, we used a repeated measures ANOVA. All outcome measures, except performance on the Matching Task, were tested with a 2 × 2 ANOVA, with “group” (burnout versus control) as between-subject factor and “time” (first versus second test session) as within-subject factor. The Matching Task performance was tested with a 2 × 2 × 2 mixed repeated measures ANOVA, with “run type” (switch versus repetition) and “time” (first versus second test session) as within-subject factors, and “group” (burnout versus control) as between-subject factor. Where necessary, interaction effects were further qualified by independent samples and paired samples t-tests.

Results

The results are presented in two main sections. First, results are reported that are relevant for determining whether burnout is associated with self-reported cogni-
tive difficulties and with deficits in executive functioning (in table 2 referred to as research question 1). Second, results are presented that are relevant for determining whether possible self-reported cognitive difficulties and deficits in executive functioning in burnout diminish after a 10-week period with CBT (in table 2 referred to as research question 2).

Burnout and cognitive functioning

**Self-reports.** Analysis of the Utrechtse Burnout Scale revealed that the burnout group had significantly higher scores on the emotional exhaustion and depersonalization subscales and a marginally significantly lower score on the personal accomplishment subscale than the healthy control group (for statistics, see table 2). Analysis of the SCL-90-R and the Cognitive Failure Questionnaire scores revealed that, compared to healthy individuals, individuals with burnout reported significantly more physical and mental complaints and more cognitive failures.

**Cognitive tests.** Compared to the control group, the burnout group had a significantly lower number of correct responses in the 2-Back Task, but the groups did not differ in number of inhibition errors in the SART (see table 2 for statistics). Analysis of the reaction times of the first trials of each task run of the Matching Task revealed significant main effects of run type (switch versus repetition) and group but no significant interaction effect. As usually found in these kinds of tasks (41), the main effect of run type was due to the average reaction time of both groups being significantly faster after a task repetition than after a task switch. However, the main group effect implied that, independent of run type, individuals in the burnout group reacted significantly slower than individuals in the control group. The absence of a run type × group interaction reflected the absence of a significant difference in switch cost between the two groups.

Changes after a 10-week period with cognitive behavioral therapy

**Self-reports.** Analysis of the Utrechtse Burnout Scale emotional exhaustion subscale revealed significant main effects of group and time and a significant group × time interaction (see table 2). Follow-up independent t-tests showed that before and after the 10-week period, individuals in the burnout group reported significantly more emotional exhaustion than individuals in the control group [t(1, 30)= -5.95, P=0.00; t(1, 30)= -3.84, P=0.00, respectively]. However, follow-up paired t-tests revealed that individuals with burnout showed a relatively strong and significant decrease in emotional exhaustion from the first to second measurement [t(1, 15)=2.64, P=0.02], whereas the control group did not differ significantly over time [t(1, 15)=0.00, P=1]. Analysis of the depersonalization subscale revealed a significant main effect of group indicating that, overall, the burnout group scored significantly higher on depersonalization than the control group. There was, however, neither a significant main effect of time nor significant group × time interaction, implying respectively, that the average depersonalization score of both groups did not differ over time, and the difference between individuals with burnout and healthy individuals on this measure did not significantly differ on the first compared to the second measurement. For the personal accomplishment subscale, neither a significant main effects of group and time nor significant group × time interaction were found.

Analysis of the SCL-90-R scores revealed significant main effects of group and time and a significant group × time interaction. Subsequent t-tests indicated that on the first as well as second testing session, individuals in the burnout group experienced significantly more physical and mental complaints compared to individuals in the healthy control group [t(1, 30)= -5.15, P=0.00; t(1, 29)= -2.79, P=0.01, respectively]. Follow-up paired t-tests revealed that both the burnout and control group differed significantly over time with regard to their complaints [t(1, 14)=3.29, P=0.01; t(1, 15)=2.21, P= 0.04, respectively]. However, individuals with burnout showed a stronger decrease in complaints than healthy individuals.

Regarding the Cognitive Failure Questionnaire scores, there were significant main effects of group and time as well as a significant group × time interaction. Subsequent tests revealed that, on both time points, the burnout group reported significantly more cognitive failures than the control group [t(1, 30)= -3.70, P=0.00; t(1, 30)= -2.12, P=0.04 for the first and second testing session, respectively]. However, paired t-tests showed that individuals with burnout reported significantly fewer cognitive failures on the second compared to the first measurement [t(1, 15)=3.69, P=0.00], which was not the case for the healthy controls [t(1, 15)=1.09, P=0.29].

In sum, after a 10-week period with CBT, individuals in the burnout group were less emotionally exhausted, had less physical and mental complaints, and reported less cognitive failures than before this period. However, their level of emotional exhaustion and health complaints – though reduced – remained higher than those of the control group, just as they, in addition to depersonalization, remained high compared to norm scores.

**Cognitive tests.** Analysis of the number of correct responses in the 2-Back Task revealed significant main effects of group and time, but there was no significant interaction (for statistics see table 2). The main effects indicated that, overall, the burnout group performed worse than the control group, and that the average
performance of both groups significantly improved over time. The latter result was probably due to a learning effect. The absence of an interaction effect indicated that the difference between the groups did not significantly differ before compared to after the 10-week period.

With regard to the number of inhibition errors in the SART, we found that neither the main effect of group nor the group × time interaction were significant. Thus, there was no evidence that the burnout group performed worse than the control group. Similarly to the 2-Back Task, we found a main effect of time, reflecting better performance on the second compared to the first test session, which was presumably caused by a learning effect.

Analysis of the reaction times of the first trial of each task run in the Matching Task revealed significant main effects of run type, group, and time, but none of the interactions were significant. The main effect of run type indicated that, overall, the average reaction times of both groups was significantly slower on switch than repetition trials. The main effect of group reflected that, overall and irrespective of run type, individuals with burnout were significantly slower compared to healthy individuals. Importantly, however, this difference was further qualified neither by an interaction between run type and group nor an interaction between run type, group, and time. The main effect of time revealed that independent of run type, the average reaction time of both groups was significantly faster on the second than on the first measurement. In line with the improved performance on the SART and the 2-Back Task, this was

---

### Table 2. Means and standard deviations (SD) of the outcome measures and the results of the statistical analyses. [CFQ=Cognitive Failure Questionnaire; EE=emotional exhaustion; D=depersonalization; G=group; PA=personal accomplishment; Rt=run type; SART=Sustained Attention to Response Test; SCL-90-R=Symptom Checklist-90-revised; T=time; UBOS=Utrechtse Burnout Scale.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G×T</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G×T×T</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UBOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SCL-90-R

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>48.63</td>
<td>17.52</td>
<td>30.06</td>
<td>9.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>34.50</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>43.94</td>
<td>7.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>173.75</td>
<td>41.98</td>
<td>114.00</td>
<td>21.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>38.44</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>27.94</td>
<td>12.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Matching Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G×T</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G×T×T</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- a Total score.
- b Correct responses.
- c Inhibition errors.
- d Reaction times in milliseconds.
probably due to a learning effect. Yet, the main effect of time was not further qualified by a group × time interaction.

In sum, although the performance of both groups improved from the first to the second session, which was probably due to a learning effect, the 10-week period with CBT did not yield clear positive effects on cognitive test performance of the burnout individuals.

Discussion

The aim of this study was twofold. First, we aimed to examine whether burnout is associated with self-reported cognitive difficulties and deficits in executive functioning, as measured with tests that assess the executive functions updating, inhibition, and switching. Second, we wanted to test whether these potential self-reported cognitive difficulties and deficits in executive functioning in burnout diminish after a 10-week period of CBT.

Burnout and cognitive functioning

Regarding our first aim, we found that, on the first measurement, individuals with burnout reported considerably more cognitive failures than healthy individuals. This finding is consistent with the results of several previous studies on burnout (15, 16, 21) and with numerous clinical observations. Interestingly, burnout was also associated with impaired performance on two of the three cognitive tests (the 2-Back and the Matching tasks). This implicates that the self-reported cognitive complaints in burnout can be substantiated with objective difficulties in cognitive performance. Whether or not such difficulties resulted from specific deficits in executive functioning or, instead, indicate a more general cognitive decline is less clear. More specifically, the individuals with burnout showed performance deficits on the 2-Back Task, which indicates that they had problems with the updating executive function. However, even though employees with burnout underperformed compared to healthy individuals on the Matching Task, the pattern of deficits seems to indicate a more general cognitive decline, that is, an overall reaction time increase instead of specific problems with the transition from repetition to switch trials. Thus, switch costs were not significantly longer for individuals in the burnout group, suggesting that the corresponding and specific executive function (switching) was not impaired. Furthermore, the burnout group did not perform significantly worse than the healthy controls on the SART, indicating that they were still able to inhibit responses adequately.

Our finding that, compared to healthy individuals, individuals with burnout generally reacted slower on the Matching Task is in line with results in previous studies (15–20), in which burnout was found to be related with performance deficits in complex speed measures. The result that, compared to the healthy controls, the burnout group underperformed on the working memory task (updating and monitoring of working memory representations) is also consistent with findings in previous studies (15, 17), wherein burnout was associated with impairments in working memory processes. However, our findings that individuals with burnout did not perform worse than healthy individuals on the inhibition and switching tests, is in contrast to the findings of previous studies, in which evidence for differences in inhibition (20) and switching (15) was obtained. These inconsistent results might be related to differences in burnout samples between the studies. In the present study we explicitly examined burnout patients without a mood or anxiety disorder, whereas the other studies assessed a more heterogeneous sample in this respect. However, to date, the question concerning the generality or specificity of cognitive deficits (ie, general cognitive decline and/or impairments in specific executive functions) in burnout cannot be conclusively answered yet.

Changes after a 10-week period with cognitive behavioral therapy

As to our second aim, we found that the level of emotional exhaustion (Utrechtse Burnout Scale) and the number of physical and mental complaints (SCL-90-R) of individuals with burnout significantly and substantially decreased after a 10-week period of CBT. This suggests that the treatment had a positive effect on subjective burnout symptoms as well as on general health complaints. Note that as we did not have a wait-list control group (a group of individuals with burnout that did not receive treatment), we cannot conclusively answer the question whether the improvement was really due to the treatment or was (also) an effect of the lapse of time and/or the fact that some individuals with burnout were on sick leave or worked only part-time. However, for our purposes, this was not crucial. The main focus of this study was whether or not the expected reduction in burnout symptoms and more general physical and mental complaints were accompanied by a decline in both subjective and objective cognitive performance. The results of this study confirmed this partially: the self-reported cognitive performance of individuals with burnout improved during the 10-week period with CBT. However, although the cognitive test performance of both the burnout and the control group improved probably due to a general learning effect, we found no direct evidence that the differences in cognitive test performance (ie, number of correct responses in the 2-back task and general reaction times in the Matching Task) between both groups had decreased after the 10-week
period. Hence, whatever recovery processes took place during the 10-week period with CBT regarding the subjective complaints, we found no proof that the objective cognitive performance of the burned out employees improved during that time.

There are several possible explanations for why individuals with burnout still underperformed on the cognitive tests compared to healthy individuals on the second measurement. One possibility is that the high levels of stress, which are associated with burnout, lead to permanent brain changes among individuals with burnout and that these changes are mediated by enhanced glucocorticoid levels as outlined in the introduction. However, whether glucocorticoids indeed play a role in cognitive effects in burnout is currently difficult to establish as the results of studies in this research field are mixed. For example, studies reported reduced (16, 17), equal (42, 43), and elevated (44, 45) cortisol levels among individuals with burnout compared to healthy individuals. Clearly, more insight into potential (neuro)endocrine abnormalities among individuals with burnout, and the possible effects of these abnormalities upon cognition and the brain, is required. Therefore, future longitudinal studies spanning longer time intervals might test individuals with burnout by comparing them to matched healthy individuals on both cognitive performance and (neuro)endocrine-system functioning. In addition, neuroimaging techniques could be used to examine whether brain regions involved in important cognitive processes, such as the (dorsolateral) prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus, of individuals with burnout deviate from those of healthy individuals.

A second explanation is that the amount of treatment sessions and/or the time interval between the first and the second measurement was simply not sufficient to bring about major changes in cognitive functioning. Although we found supportive evidence pointing to a significant decrease of burnout symptoms and general health complaints in the burnout group, the level of symptoms and complaints were still high compared to norm scores and still significantly higher than those of the control group. In addition, it should be kept in mind that treatment of the individuals with burnout had not ended at the time of the second measurement. Thus, the burnout group had “become better, but not well yet”. Accordingly, we cannot rule out the possibility that after a longer period of continued CBT (ie, more sessions) burnout symptoms and general health complaints would have decreased further and/or self-reported cognitive functioning and cognitive test performance would have improved further. Hence, future studies should preferably include more than one follow-up measurement and follow individuals with burnout over a longer period of time.

A third explanation is that individuals in the burnout group had already experienced cognitive deficits before they developed a burnout. Since executive functions are considered to be essential in coping effectively with stress (46, 47), impairments in executive functioning might, at least theoretically, play an important role in the development of burnout. Accordingly, when confronted with stressors on the job, executive dysfunction might lead to inadequate coping strategies that may enhance the probability of developing a burnout. Unfortunately, to the authors’ knowledge there are no studies yet that have investigated whether impairments in executive (and/or general cognitive) functioning precede burnout.

Strengths and limitations

An asset of this study was that the participants in the burnout group were selected on the basis of a high-quality burnout diagnosis, as established by professional clinical psychologists. Moreover, we only selected participants for the burnout group without comorbid disorders. In many previous studies, participants in the burnout group consisted of a mix of individuals that may have had a comorbid disorder (eg, a mood and/or anxiety disorder) in addition to their burnout diagnosis. A burnout sample without comorbid disorders enabled us to carry out a relatively “pure” assessment of the relationship between burnout and cognition.

Another strength is that we systematically examined executive functioning. In previous studies, a variety of executive functions were assessed with various cognitive neuropsychological tests. In this study, however, we closely followed the literature and focused on three well-documented and basic types of executive functions that we assessed with well-validated tests, each tapping specifically into one of the three target functions.

This study also has its limitations. Firstly, it is hard to make clear causal inferences from the present data. We treated cognitive functioning as an outcome variable influenced by burnout. Our findings that burnout was associated with cognitive deficits, however, do not rule out the possibility of a reverse causal relation, nor of a bi-directional relationship. In other words, cognitive deficits may be both cause and consequence of burnout. Studies with more repeated measurements may shed more light on the issue of causality in the relationship between burnout and cognitive functioning.

Furthermore, we did not include a wait-list control group. Such a group would have enabled us to assess whether the changes that were observed in the present burnout group were due to the treatment, the lapse of time, or both. Clearly, this study on possible dynamic changes in cognitive performance of burnout individuals must be supplemented by further research.

Another limitation is that some of the individuals with burnout already had received one or two therapy sessions before their first testing session, which may
have decreased the chance of finding a therapy effect. However, it is not very likely that this influenced the study outcomes, since these first two therapy sessions consisted mostly of psychoeducation and the registration of complaints.

As caffeine intake may affect cognitive performance (48), we asked participants not to consume any caffeine on both test sessions. One might argue that withholding participants from their daily caffeine intake may have had an effect on their cognitive performance as well. However, in that case, it seems implausible that caffeine deprivation would have had a different impact in both groups.

Finally, the sample size in our study, though carefully selected and matched, was of a relatively small size. However, despite the limited sample size, we found several meaningful statistically significant differences between the two groups, while at the same time, the large majority of the major null results clearly were not due to a lack of statistical power (given the high P-values and low \( \eta^2 \)-values associated with the corresponding analyses). Nevertheless, future studies might preferably use larger study samples and more repeated measurements to examine burnout and cognitive functioning in relation to treatment and time lapse.

Concluding remarks

Although we found that burnout was associated with self-reported cognitive difficulties, relatively slow responding, and impaired executive functioning, we did not find evidence that burnout was associated with deficits in all executive functions that we assessed. Based on the present results, combined with the results of previous studies on the relationship between burnout and cognitive functioning, we therefore conclude that the specific nature of cognitive decline in burnout is not clear yet.

While evidence was obtained that a 10-week period containing CBT “brought about” positive changes in burnout symptoms and general health complaints, individuals with burnout only showed improvements with respect to self-reported cognitive functioning. No evidence was found that individuals with burnout improved regarding their cognitive test performance. Until further research provides conclusive evidence, multiple explanations can be given for this result.
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